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Before the widespread use of mobile phones, pagers were the main gadgets for communicating with
others in the absence of land lines. These telecommunication devices, also known as beepers,
became popular among professionals for â€œpagingâ€• or sending short messages.

Pagers were first used back in the 1950s, when quick, short messages have to be sent out to health
care professionals. Hospitals and other medical facilities were the first institutions to utilize paging
systems. The system helped the medical staff receive the messages even when they are outside
the hospital or in the absence of telephones. However, pagers have a limited range and can only
cover short distances. However, developments on the paging system allowed the devices to send
and receive messages from greater distances.

Due to the developments and the popularity of the device, other professionals started to use pagers
for their work. Executives, lawyers, and waiters had pagers in their pockets so they can immediately
respond to orders or any calls of duties. By the early 90s, paging systems could be found in any line
of work, helping professionals efficiently and effectively conduct their work.

Initially, pagers were designed to receive messages only. A person would have to send the
message through a telephone operator. Using certain radio frequencies, a pager can detect the
message, transmit the codes, and alert the recipient for the incoming message. The pager will then
display the message on the screen so the recipient can fully read it.

Although pagers were first designed to receive messages, further developments enabled two-way
communication. Users can now reply to the sender for acknowledgments or clarifications once they
receive the message. This made communication a lot easier, especially for people who are always
working on the go.

Despite the growing popularity of mobile phones, a lot of people still use pagers for their business
operations. Some paging systems even have additional features to further enhance their
functionality. For instance, some of these devices can send and receive text messages to allow
waiters to communicate with their customers. While others have blinking lights or vibrating features
so they can easily alert their guests when a table becomes available.

Pagers are definitely a restaurant owner's best friend, making business operations easier and more
efficient. For more information about pagers, you can check the following website:
http://www.ehow.com/how-does_4899507_how-beepers-work.html.
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